Linear Algebra:
Real Vector spaces, subspaces, Linear independence, Basis and dimension, Row space, column space and Null space, Rank and Nullity. Inner products spaces: Inner product, angle and Orthogonality, Orthonormal bases, Gram Schmidt process, Best approximation and Least squares approximations.
General linear transformations, kernel and range, Inverse linear transformations, Matrices of general linear transformations.

Graph Theory:
Graphs, subgraphs, degrees, isomorphism, adjacency and incidence matrices, walks, Euler graph. Connected graphs, shortest path algorithm. Graph connectivity, k-connected graphs and blocks, network flow algorithm. Trees, spanning trees, minimum spanning trees algorithms (Kurskal and Prims algorithms), DFS and BFS algorithms.

Planar graphs, Euler formula for Planar graphs, vertex colorings and Chromatic polynomials. Matching, maximal matchings and Independent sets.
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